007, the Lewis System
Three new antigens have been added to this system. Although all three have been known for many years, they have not previously received numbers. LE4 (Le bH ) is defined by antibodies that react with LE:2 [Le(b+)] cells, but only when H1 (H) is strongly expressed (group O and A 2 phenotypes). LE5 (ALe b ) and LE6 (BLe b ) are expressed when LE2 (Le b ) is modified by the product of an A or B gene [6] .
010, the Diego System
Diego is a rapidly expanding system with the addition of 11 new antigens, DI8 to DI18 (table 1), all of low incidence and associated with mutations in the gene encoding band 3, the red cell anion exchanger [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In all cases at least two unrelated persons with antigen-positive red cells were shown to have the associated mutation in the band 3 gene, with the exception of DI13 (Vg a ) and DI18 (KREP), in which the antigen-positive phenotype and associated mutation were found in two related persons [8, 11] . DI11 (Mo a ) and DI12 (Hg a ) represent different amino acid substitutions at the same position [8] , as do DI17 (Jn a ) and DI18 [11, 13] . Two amino acid substitutions are associated with DI16 (NFLD), both in members of a Canadian Caucasian kindred and in a Japanese person [12] . DI9 (Wu), DI15 (BOW), and DI16 (NFLD) are serologically related [14] , as are DI17 and DI18 [11, 13] , with cross-reactivity occurring between some examples of the antibodies. There is no report of a similar serological relationship between DI11 and DI12.
014, the Dombrock System
The gene controlling Dombrock expression has been provisionally assigned to chromosome 12p12.1-p13.2 [15] .
New Systems (table 1) 024, the Ok System The very high incidence antigen Ok a (previously 901006, now 024001 or OK1) achieved system status following identification of the gene encoding the protein and of the amino acid substitution (Glu92Lys) responsible for the Ok(a-) phenotype [16] .
025, the RAPH System MER2 (previously 901011, now 025001 or RAPH1) has an incidence of about 92% in Caucasians [17] . It is defined by murine monoclonal antibodies and human alloantibodies [17, 18] . Distinction of RAPH from the other blood group systems was demonstrated by family studies or by the position of the MER2 locus at 11p15.5 [17] . A problem has arisen in the standardisation of computer terminology for ABO blood groups. In some countries the letter O is used for the ABO phenotype, in others zero is used. The Working Party recommends that the letter O be used for the O phenotype and in the symbol ABO. This is based on a consensus and is in line with Landsteiner's recommendations reported in 1927 [23] .
Terminology for the Glycoprotein Associated with the Rh Proteins
A glycoprotein, often referred to as Rh50, is closely associated with the Rh proteins in the red cell membrane and is essential for expression of Rh antigens [24] . Absence of this glycoprotein from red cells results in the regulator type of Rh null [25] . The Working Party agreed that Rh50 is not a suitable symbol for this glycoprotein, as RH50 is the symbol for the FPTT antigen. As the official symbol for the gene is RHAG, the symbol RhAG (Rh-associated glycoprotein) was agreed for the glycoprotein and RHAG for the gene encoding it. No human antibody defining RhAG has been identified.
Applications for ISBT Numbers
The 1995 report [1] should be consulted for the criteria and procedures required for acquisition of ISBT numbers. The necessary forms will be found in appendices 1-3 of that report [1] . The following changes must be made. GLOB p; P 1 k ; P 2 k ; LKE+. The numerical designations for these phenotypes have not been provided as they are to be modified in the near future.
